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Elections 2018 

Elections will be help at the ALSA Annual General Council Meeting at Flinders Unviersity 

City Campus on Saturday the 7th July 2018 beginning at 9:15am.  

 

Each ALSA-affiliated LSS/A hold 2 votes, if your LSS/A is unable to send a represntative to 

council, proxy votes must be submitted by 9am Saturday 7th July 2018 in the form provided 

to Jessica Popple at administration@alsa.asn.au.  

 

Your nomination must be proposed and seconded by an LSS/A (you must provide a contact 

person at that LSS/A) and must have a candidate statement attached of no more than 400 words. 

This statement should include, but should not be limited to, any relevant experience. 

 

At the AGM you will be given 3 minutes to speak and then 5 minutes for questions for 

Executive positions and 3 minutes for questions for Committee positions. If you will not be 

present at the AGCM please email Jessica on the email above to organise to call in.  

 

If you are not likely to be an Australian Law Student at the end of the 2017/2018 term (31st 

September 2018) you must seek 75% approval of the members of council to nominate for this 

position at the AGCM.  

 

Elections for Executive positions are open from 1pm 16th June 2017 – 9:30am 30th June 2018.  

 

Elections for Committee positions are open from 9:30am 22nd June 2017 – 9:30am 6th July 

2018.  

 

Nominations must be made at www.alsa.asn.au/elections. 

  

Any further questions please refer to section 104 of the ALSA Constitution or email Jessica 

Popple 

 

The full list of positions and descriptions is listed below and more information about the roles 

can be found in By-Law 7- Roles and Responsibilities.  

mailto:administration@alsa.asn.au
http://www.alsa.asn.au/elections
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/55861728e4b0403b40cdba08/t/5977ed4e5016e128b8d9d7e7/1501031769330/Constitution+as+at+July+2017.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/55861728e4b0403b40cdba08/t/5acaf2a970a6adaedb499c5a/1523249842957/Bylaw+7+-+Roles+and+Responsibilities+%281%29.pdf
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ALSA Executive and Committee Structure 

 
The Executive consists of the President, three Vice-Presidents and Conference Convenor for the current year.  

The committee consists of all other elected and appointed officers who report to their portfolio.

President

VP Finance

Marketing Officer

Sponsorship 
Officer

VP Administration

Competitions 
Officer

IT Officer

VP Education

Education Officer 
(Students and 
Community)

Education Officer 

(Higher Education)

Careers Officer

Conference 
Convenor 

(appointed)

Conference 
Convenor Elect 
(appointned)

Immediate Past 
President
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President 

Name: Georgia Mullen  

E-mail: president@alsa.asn.au  

 

Everyday Tasks  

➢ Answering requests and questions made to ALSA;  

➢ Maintenance of accounts;  

➢ Organise upcoming meetings with VPA;  

➢ Organise upcoming Council with VPA;  

➢ Oversee team cohesion;  

➢ Authorise and oversee expenditure;  

➢ Liaise with sponsors;  

➢ Liaise with relevant external organisations;  

➢ Liaise with individual LSS/As  

 

Average weekly commitment: 20-25 hours  

Position 

This commitment fluctuates depending on the time of year and is certainly more in the lead up to 

Council/Conference. It is, however, a very different commitment to the time committed to a university 

LSS/A. The main difference is that ALSA president is almost exclusively focused on policy 

considerations, either in the form of reports, comments to external bodies or relationships with others. 

On the other hand, much of the time dedicated to university LSS/As is hands on, overseeing or 

organising events. You may be doing mundane things while at the same time thinking and planning for 

ALSA. You can answer emails and check up on committee members while listening to a lecture. In 

short, ALSA still takes up a significant portion of your life but it is far more flexible than being a 

President of a university LSS/A.  

 

  

mailto:president@alsa.asn.au
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Vice-President 

(Administration) 

Name: Jessica Popple 

E-mail: administration@alsa.asn.au  

 

Everyday Tasks  

The VPA is responsible for the day-to-day management of the committee and ALSA as a company. As 

well as being on the executive and being a director, you are listed as the company secretary which 

carries a lot of requirements particularly regarding council and conference.  

 

On a day-to-day basis, the VPA needs to be on top of deadlines for the whole committee, you are 

responsible for making sure everyone in the committee knows what needs to be done, when. The VPA 

works closely with the president in this regard. It also entails a lot of communication with LSS/A’s who 

frequently email with questions regarding council, conference and other enquiries. The VPA email is 

also where all queries from the ALSA website end up so be prepared for a lot of emails.  

 

Another big role of the VPA is organising and running committee meetings. Generally, these are via 

teleconference every couple of weeks (up to the VPA to determine when and how frequently) and to 

accurately minute and record attendance at these meetings. These are vital to the communication in the 

team and ensuring everyone is on track.  

 

The single biggest and most straining job of the VPA is when it comes to conference and council. The 

VPA is responsible for liaising with the conference or council convenor to organise the substantive 

meeting, preparing everything from ensuring committee reports are in to the agenda, to sending out the 

notice of SGM etc. and then between yourself and the president, running the council and taking minutes 

to be sent out.  

 

Administration Portfolio  

The administration portfolio consists of competitions and IT. These are mostly self-sufficient positions 

however having some knowledge about these portfolios is useful for the VPA position. You will be 

working closely with your portfolio is important as you are accountable for them and they should report 

directly to you. Ensuring that you set expectations in communication for your portfolio is important.  

 

If you have good knowledge of (or are willing to get familiar with) the ALSA structure, Constitution 

and bylaws, are organised and willing to check your emails regularly and are able to manage people 

whilst being willing to always help out then this is for you.  

  

mailto:administration@alsa.asn.au
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Vice-President (Finance) 

Name: Courtney Brown 

E-mail: finance@asla.asn.au  

 

Everyday Tasks  

➢ Maintenance of accounts.  

➢ Keep up to date records as well  

➢ Audit trail for all transactions  

➢ Prepare monthly financial reports  

➢ Review all internal Processes and reporting methods at least annually  

➢ Prepare and adhere to the annual budget  

➢ Expeditiously deal with all accounts payable and receivable  

➢ Paying director change over fees.  

➢ Payment for September Council accommodation has been processed.  

➢ Looking into tax obligations  

➢ To further objects of the Company  

 

Finance Portfolio  

This portfolio includes sponsorship and marketing. It is ideal that you have some knowledge in regard 

to what these portfolios do. However, they are a very specialised skill set and therefore usually the 

people in these positions can manage themselves and your task will merely be making sure they are on 

track and feeling supported by an executive member.  

 

This position is challenging in many ways. It is recommended that a previous finance roll has been 

undertaken by yourself, or competency with the structure of ALSA. It is quite difficult becoming a VP 

of a Company you do not know a lot about so anyone who has been at council and understands the core 

objectives of ALSA but who also loves to learn finance and/or has a passion for spread sheets and bank 

account management is encouraged to apply.  

 

This role is probably not as fluctuating as some of the other roles as it is more about management of 

what is already in place, rather than setting out new initiatives (such as the VP Ed will be doing). The 

bulk of the work revolves around the lead up and completion of Council meetings in which transactions 

are more frequent and require you to have efficient time management skills.  

 

However, it is great in the sense you can set yourself deadlines, as long as invoices are paid on time, 

you can work at your own pace.  

 

Ideally, this role would suit a person who is diligent, well versed with accounting terms and procedures 

and has an intermediate understanding of company structures and tax obligations. Does require a degree 

of commercial acumen and basic financial literacy. A background as Treasurer of Finance Director of 

LSA would be handy but not essential if you just love money management as a secret passion.  

  

mailto:finance@asla.asn.au
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Vice-President (Education) 

Name: Mardi Grivas  

E-mail: vp_ed@alsa.asn.au  

 

Everyday Tasks  

➢ Corresponding with LSS’s  

➢ Corresponding with media  

➢ Responding to educational concerns  

➢ Research into educational issues  

➢ Putting research into actionable objectives  

➢ Presenting data and findings to LSS’s and ALSA  

 

Education Portfolio  

This portfolio consists of VPE, two education officers and one careers officer. The officers will 

generally work autonomously, in particular the careers officer. It is important to ensure your work 

complements one another’s, however each individual in the team will be focusing on a different area of 

research.  

 

This position is challenging because it is very dependent on the information we receive at council and 

conference. With this information it is up to your discretion to focus on issues that you feel council was 

interested in, or where you feel there is currently a gap in legal education. In this position you have to 

have excellent time management and self-direction because without it, it would be possible to do very 

little. You are responsible for your own research deadlines and ensuring that whichever initiative you 

push is a tool that LSS’s can use to better their own initiatives and experiences. As such, creativity is a 

must for this position, as well as understanding that the workload fluctuates because it is dependent on 

the commitment of you and your team.  

 

The only other variables that affect your workflow are possible media involvement or media releases. 

As the media contact for ALSA you are responsible for commenting on legal education issues that may 

arise. It is essential that you consult with the executive and at times the wider committee to ensure any 

comments made to the media reflect ALSA as a whole and not your own personal opinions.  

 

The time commitment for this position fluctuates, so it is very difficult to say how many hours per week 

you will be dedicating to your VPE duties. During the research stages it could be up to 10 hours a week, 

whereas pushing the initiative itself may only take 1-2 hours of your time. It is ideal to plan for being 

busier than you will be, that way if anything unexpected arises you can plan for it. As mentioned above 

this position requires excellent self-management, so setting yourself and your team deadlines is 

essential. Your aim in this role is to provide important information to council and conference. In this 

way, you are accountable to the LSS representatives as well as your ALSA colleagues. 

 

mailto:vp_ed@alsa.asn.au
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Competitions Officer 

Name: Max Joy  

E-mail: competitions@alsa.asn.au  

 

Responsibilities:  

➢ To maintain and develop ALSA’s Competitions Problems Bank 

and perform quality control of submissions;  

➢ To advertise intervarsity competitions to LSS/As;  

➢ To maintain a database of LSS/A Competition Officers/Directors and moderate regular 

telephone/online discussions;  

➢ To assist the Publications portfolio in competition-related publications;  

➢ To conduct an annual Competitions Rules Review;  

➢ To promote ALSA’s Competition Rules, Scoring Sheets and Marking Guidelines as the 

national standard for law school competitions;  

➢ To organise the ALSA National Essay Competition;  

➢ To work with the ALSA Conference Team in assisting the organisation and running of ALSA 

Conference competitions;  

➢ To provide support in complaints, grievance and appeals competition procedures, including 

ALSA Conference;  

➢ To advance ALSA’s participation in international competitions;  

➢ To provide general assistance to law schools regarding competitions;  

➢ To update the competitions portfolio knowledge accumulation document;  

➢ To further the objects of the Association, with emphasis on competitions.  

 

Position 

This position was created in the 2012-2013 ALSA term, and as a relatively new role there is still a lot 

of scope to take this position in your preferred direction. The responsibilities listed above mean you 

might also be involved in publications, administrating, marketing, and intervarsity (and international) 

engagement.  

 

The Competitions Officer is responsible to the Vice-President (Administration). As with all committee 

members, you have a responsibility to report to Committee meetings.  

 

For more information see ALSA by-law 3.  

mailto:administration@asla.asn.au
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IT Officer 

Name: Patrick Keane 

E-mail: it@alsa.asn.au 

 

Everyday Tasks  

➢ Maintain ALSA’s IT, including the Google Drive and the email 

system.  

➢ Ensure compliance with data retention requirements.  

➢ Support VPA with running of internal meetings and Knowledge Sharing Sessions.  

➢ Explore and implement improvements to ALSA’s existing IT.  

 

Position 

Ideally, this role would suit a person who is happy to work largely unsupervised, yet has experience 

working in a team-based environment as well. Of course, a level of technical ability and familiarity with 

the ALSA technology stack (Google Admin, Zoom, Squarespace, Wordpress, Mailchimp and/or Slack) 

would be highly desirable, but someone with a strong desire to learn (and the ability to self-learn) would 

also have success in this position.  

 

Whilst there are certainly some areas of the role that are fairly non-negotiable and run on a strict 

schedule (such as assisting with the running of internal meetings), most of the work of the IT Officer is 

quite unsupervised and you can – within reason –set your own deadlines and priorities for each week.  

 

Not many law students have a background in IT or similar fields. The ideal candidate for the IT Officer 

positions needs to be an IT savant but they do need to be familiar with a lot of things that aren’t – strictly 

speaking – legal.  

 

  

mailto:it@alsa.asn.au
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Marketing Officer 

Name: Christina Knezevich  

Email: marketing@alsa.asn.au  

 

Everyday Tasks  

Facebook:  

➢ Posting regular content  

➢ Replying to any comments or messages to the page  

➢ Making sure profile and cover photo is up to date  

➢ Sharing Conference page posts  

 

Other:  

➢ Making any graphics that need to be made  

➢ Doing the newsletter four times a year  

➢ Ensuring ALSA is fulfilling its sponsorship obligations through Facebook and the newsletter  

➢ Maintain a positive reputation for ALSA  

 

Position 

A great part about this role is its flexibility, so you don’t need to be living a certain kind of life to make 

it work. It’s a job that can be done at 2am or at 2pm, or on your phone while you’re on the bus. However, 

you must be able to self-motivate, especially during any campaigns or when doing the newsletter.  

 

On the surface, the role seems easy, and it definitely can be when you’ve nailed your time management. 

However, it’s not a 9-5 job and a lot of the time, you’ll get an email and have to make a mental note to 

action it later, or you’ll have to set aside an hour or two in a day (even during exams) to get a graphic 

done for a post.  

  

mailto:marketing@alsa.asn.au
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Sponsorship Officer 

Name: Arvin Nitchingham  

Position: Sponsorship Officer  

E-mail: sponsorship@asla.asn.au   

Everyday Tasks  

➢ Staying in communication with the conference team and president  

➢ Keeping up with emails especially those from sponsors  

➢ Liaising with marketing if sponsors request media posts  

 

Position 

When you begin the role your first task will be to do a sponsorship prospectus. The aim is to have this 

out before Christmas to sponsors. When emailing the sponsors, you will need to customise each email 

for each firm. Once sponsors receive their prospectus there will need to be follow-ups and invoices sent 

out. This typically can last until March or so. At Council and Conference you will also need to run 

sponsorship sessions.   

mailto:sponsorship@asla.asn.au
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Education Officer 

(Community) 

Name: Esther Adeyinka 

E-mail: communityeducation@alsa.asn.au 

  

Everyday Tasks  

The officer roles require autonomous work. As a preliminary matter, you will need to liaise with the 

VP of Education and President to determine the kind of work you wish to complete during your term. 

Once this has been decided, you are able to work independently on your designated project. Everyday 

tasks may include:  

➢ Liaising with law students  

➢ Conducting surveys with LSS/A’s  

➢ Independent research  

➢ Drafting reports to analyse your findings  

 

The Education Officer (Community) is required to work on projects including, but not limited to: 

➢ Health and wellbeing of law students and recent graduates; 

➢ Rural, Regional, Remote and Boutique (RRRB) Legal Practice; and 

➢ Social Justice.  

 

Position 

The Education Officer roles work together alongside the other Education Officer, Careers Officer and 

Vice President of Education. You will be able to work on projects chosen in consultation with the 

Education Vice President and President. It is a very diverse and flexible portfolio. If elected, it is up to 

you to determine the issues you wish to address and the most effective methods to approach them.   

mailto:communityeducation@alsa.asn.au
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Education Officer (Higher 

Education) 

Name: Rhiannon Bell 

E-mail: highereducation@alsa.asn.au  

 

Everyday Tasks  

The officer roles require autonomous work. As a preliminary matter, you will need to liaise with the 

VP of Education and President to determine the kind of work you wish to complete during your term. 

Once this has been decided, you are able to work independently on your designated project. Everyday 

tasks may include:  

➢ Liaising with law students  

➢ Conducting surveys with LSS/A’s  

➢ Independent research  

➢ Drafting reports to analyse your findings  

 

This role differs from the Education Officer (Community) in that it focuses on issues including, but 

not limited to:  

➢ Advocacy; 

➢ Regulation of legal education (undergraduate and postgraduate); 

➢ Fees and funding (SSAF); and 

➢ Assessment, grading and feedback. 

 

This role also has the responsibility of producing the ALSA Academic Journal. 

Position 

The Education Officer roles work together alongside the other Education Officer, Careers Officer and 

Vice President of Education. You will be able to work on projects chosen in consultation with the 

Education Vice President and President. It is a very diverse and flexible portfolio. If elected, it is up to 
you to determine the issues you wish to address and the most effective methods to approach them.   

mailto:highereducation@alsa.asn.au
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Careers Officer 

Name: Simon Ogden  

E-mail: careers@asla.asn.au  

 

Everyday Tasks  

➢ Liaising with the rest of the ALSA committee.  

➢ Reporting to the Vice President (Education).  

➢ Organise upcoming projects.  

➢ Communicate with the rest of the committee about potential new incentives and projects.  

 

Position 

This position includes writing, marketing, graphic design and communicating. Having good 

understanding and knowledge of programs like Photoshop and InDesign is recommended, but not 

crucial to the role.  

 

This position is not as demanding or hands-on as some of the other roles within ALSA, it revolves 

around one or two main projects, the guides, with very little day-to-day things. However, the role itself 

is fluctuating, in some regards you are mostly a graphic designer because the crux of your position is 

making a well-designed and aesthetically pleasing publication. But on the other hand, you are also a 

researcher, having to do sometimes extensive searching and trawling to find the right information, as 

well as having to send out various emails to people and companies. It is also important to be able to 

write in a concise and educational manner in order to make your guides as helpful as possible.  

 

You also have other projects that may pop up from time to time, such as a survey to create or a short 

careers guide to try and write. So, it is important to be flexible and versatile.  

  

mailto:careers@asla.asn.au
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